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Great Earnings Working Outdoors
Outdoor Shade Solutions Sales and Installation | Ready-to-Run Business Opportunity

Ready to seize the reins of a thriving outdoor shade solutions business? Your opportunity awaits.

This established business specialises in the sales and installation of outdoor shade, canopy and louvre
roof systems, offering simple concepts and processes ready for a new owner to pick up and excel. With
an average profit of $175K over the past two years and a consistent turnover of $500K, this business
presents a solid return for a working owner.

Situated in the vibrant Greater Tauranga area, amidst its rapid growth, this business benefits from
strong referral work with minimal current marketing efforts. This presents a ripe opportunity for a new
owner to inject their sales and marketing skills, tapping into the region's growth potential.

Business Highlights:

Average profit of $175K over last two years
Turnover consistently at $500K
Growth potential in Tauranga's booming market
Strong referral network
Direct sales partnerships with 4 key suppliers
Low-cost, home-based business model

Catering primarily to homeowners seeking to enhance their outdoor areas, the business boasts 4 key
supplier relationships offering a variety of products, along with client leads in the Bay of Plenty.

This is an ideal venture for someone hands-on, who enjoys engaging with clients on-site rather than
being confined to a desk. As the exclusive owner, you'll enjoy the stability of a well-performing
business, coupled with the freedom and flexibility of entrepreneurship.

Contact Jamie Smith for more information today.

Jamie Smith, 029 770 2113, jamie.smith@linkbusiness.co.nz

***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the
broker and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a
stock photo image may be used to represent the business.

#wesellbusinesses #homeandgarden #owneroperator #tauranga #outdoorblinds
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